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Baruch College, CUNY

DSSG Gives Funds-To
Unchartered Club

Alumni Case
Reinstated by' .
Cf:HHt of Appeals

$1,000 Mistake Raises Questions
About Charter Process

By KENNETH lIROWN
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The United States Court of Appeak for the Second Circuit
reinstated a constitutional challenge
by the Ad-Hoc Committee of
Baruch Black :and Hispanic Alumni
against BarucbCoUege.
Baruch refuses to grant the black
and }f'tspanic alumni group the use
of the. Baruch College name
because, according to President
Joel Segall, there is already an existing BaruCh Alumni Association
desi.gned for all alumni regardless of
raee. The December 22, 1987 decision forces 'Baruch College to go to
triat over this case.
But..accouling to Joseph
Selhnan, chairman of the Ad-Hoc
Committee, in a 19M interview,
&~inority graduates saw no alternative but to organize in the face of
the consistent pattern of neglect by
'the Baruch Alumni Association
..... witJ1 respect to black and Hispanic
•.
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The Day Session Student Trust's charter. She indicated ·thal
Government appropriated S I ,000 to
he Office of Student Activities
Brain Trust under the mistaken no- would usually get the club's charter
tion that the club was properly first and then, after ratifying it,
chartered. according to OSSG send it up to the Club Chartering
president John Richards and OSSG Committee.e-She ialso -pointed out
records. Founded by former vice- that it is the function of the Club
president of the OSSG, Michael Chartering' Committee to insure
Robinson, Brain Trust failed to that clubs go through the proper
follow necessary procedures to procedures.
form a club as outlined in the StuKenneth Thornton. chairman
dent Organization Handbook, The of the Club Chartering Committee
Informer.
said, "The club has to take the (of·
Brain Trust violated several of ficer) cards and submit them to the
the guidelines set forth in The In- Student Activities Office. It's their
former on how to start a club but responsibility. I was not aware that
was approved by three committees there were any cards submitted."
of the Student Government: the As to the whereabouts of the list of
Club Chartering Committee. Stu- ten club members, Thornton does
dent Council and Finance Commit- remember seeing them but stated he
tee. There are no records to prove had no idea where it is.
the dub ever submitted arnv of their \ The treasurer of the DSSG, Ed
By CAITLIN MOLLISON
By KENNETH BR9WN
officer cards to either the Office of ; ~1~ said. "The names (of the club
'
udent: . . ·vif ~ :".: tIll.. St;~dcnt .: 1 ern
wi t be wi
. ..: .
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said they were satisfied with this Trust leaders have not submitreu with the .ninutes of the meetin8s
Baruch On-Line Student System
the required three copies of their when Br~:~.·1 Trust was approved by
(Boss). processed a total of 16,245 semester's computer registration,
club
charter and a list of ten the committees, are stiD missing.
students for the Spring 1988
But, our same survey showed that
Ir rvrnains unclear whether
semester. This figure represents an
most people thought that the members to the Office of Student
Activities.
I
anyone
at me DSSG should be held
increase of 228 over the Spring 1987 number of course sections offered
"Mistakes were made," explain- / responsible for the misappropriation
registration, and 800 the previous
by Baruch .was sorely inadequate.
ed Robinson as to why the club of funds. The OSSG procedures
Of the 172 people polled. 130 (or 76
Year.
. Registrar Thomas McCarthy percent) answered "no" when didn't follow the necessary I used in ratifying a club's constitusaid, "Sixty-five percent of the questioned, "Do you think there guidelines when forming the club. tion are well defined, but the proHe said, "People told me to go ,
ContinutJd on Page All
students got a complete schedule were enough course sections from
through the process but... I think
this spring." Last spring, 68 percent
which to choose?" Also, 114 the end result is more important
of those registering received a com- students said they were closed out
plete schedule and McCarthy at- of a wanted course or course sec- than the process."
- Although Brain Trust is not oftrlbuted this to, "A large popula- tion.
ficially a club, its purpose was to
tion," and the fact that 8,245
Barbara Lambert said the reason formulate a magazine for Black
students took advantage of early
there are not enough course selec- History Month in February of 1989.
registration, as compared to 7,600 a
tions is because of "lack of money According to Robinson, the
year ago. Although this represents a
and space."
.
members of Brain Trust are now indramatic increase, six percent of the
I asked why there are not enough volved in this February's Black
students eligible to participate in
sections for the classes that people History Month.
early registration chose not to.
need to graduate she said, "This is
The constitution submitted to the
McCarthy stated these students
not always the case. what somebody three committees makes no mention
said, "I wasn't ready. I wasn't sure wants is not always what somebody
of the club's primary objective-the
I wanted to. I forgot. These are the
needs .',
publication of a magazine,
kinds of reasons people gave me
"We end up in the school of
Carl Aylman, the Day Student
business teaching classes that are
~8~ went in (to register) on January
Activities Director, said, "We
quite large. Some people take
(Baruch College) win not recognize
longer voluntarily and do things out
Although Boss was underway for
them until they do for fill their filthe first time this semester. registra- of order. they want everything and
ing requirements."
tion, was not without its share of the sections are spread out so they
Miriam Ynocencio, the chairperproblems. The computer system
Continued on Page A J/
son of the Student Council, explainbroke down about six times during
ed why her committee and the other
About the Survey
the three-week registration period.
two committees passed Brain
McCarthy said, "When the system
,- t
.uH
The Ticker conducted an inforgets hung up on a particular student
mal survey of 172 students during
-:,,; \~.;-:' '~;. "it takes five minutes to regenerate if the week of February 8-12. Conthe printer is jammed." He pointed ducted in the Student Center" and
out that these delays never lasted
....•
~:
,
the lobby of the 23rd Street
more than 10 minutes and registra- Building, students were asked about
'.
.,.: ~
~ .'
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tion cards were still accepted during their degree status, year in college
'the interim period.
and which regisration period they
Another problem which has been
participated in. The questionnaire
a traditional one at registration
also asked for their opiRions about
throughout the years is that of clos- the course sections offered aI1d
ed course sections. Said McCarthy,
about computer registration itself.
HAs the days dwindled down to the
OUf survey does not purport to
end less people got wllat they
be a scientifically conducted Of a
;.' ~,.'." .~-.~
.
;"I::-'· r:..
wanted."
statistically correct random sample..
·
'. ~:~ '. ~
'. · · · '. .0,;- 't' !~ ~. ..~y ~
When asked why there are not
Instead, we just wished to qu~tion
enough courses to meet the needs of
.~.
>~;·~;;~~L~?2i;:(~~;t.~;JL
a significant number of students on
<.;/.. . ,,::.--c' ..~f :9-t~~..;-·~f'-~:-::"~···~ ..>_ >""-:
their opinions.
Continued on Page A JJ

Computer Registration
Ran Smoothly, Registrar
and Students Agree

A Total of
16,245 Students
Processed

Limited Course
Selection A

Student Concern
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In December of 1986 a district
court granted Baruch's motion to
dismiss the case. The court held that
Uno constitutional rights were
denied by Baruch College" to the
group . The Court of Appeals overturned this decision and said thet
the College must come forward
with justification for its actions.
The opinion written by Judge
Thomas Meskill said, "We conelude that under this standard, the
district court dismissed the plaintiff's (the Ad-Hoc Committee)
complaint prematurely." The judge
pointed out that it may be possible
for the plaintiffs to prove that
Baruch's denial of official recognition might be based on discrimination. Wut, further proceedings
would be needed to determine that.
This case is expected to go to trial in
1988 but Segall could not be reached to giYe any possible dates.
Continued on Page AtI
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Joseph Setlrnaq, dtairnaan of Iht' Ad..oe Conanli.1ft of Baneb 8IKk ....:
Hispanic Alumni.
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The Ticker

The Day Session Student Government and its handling of funas are once again in the news.
During the fall semester, a club by the name of Brain Trust received approval for financial
support In order to publish a Black History Month magazine in 1989. According to ~chool
rules, a club must be properly chartered before' it can receive any funding form student fees.
Yet, the DSSG, specifically those members on the Club Chartering Committee, failed to properly charter Brain Trust. Not only were the required records not filed with the Office of Stu-,
dent Activities or the Student Services Accounting Unit, but a recent list of the minimum ten
students to form a club could not be produced for our reporter. For all practical purposes,
Brain Trust does not exist. Yet, our student government has seen fit to finance it.
Since the founder of Brain Trust, Michael Robinson, is also a former vice-president of the
DSSG and a friend of the incumbent president.charges of cronyism are a first reaction. This
wouldn't be true in this instance. Instead, this is a symptom of a larger problem the DSSG has
with organization and management.
The DSSG is entrusted with the allocation of student fee money to the various clubs and student organizations provided for day session students. Such-a responsibility should bring with it
concerted effort by the members to meticulously record the amounts and reasons for allocations. This also includes seeing to the proper chartering 'Of clubs so only eligible groups will
receive money.
Contrary to this ideal, the DSSG receives low marks for record keeping. None of the many
DSSG committees, least of all the Finance Committee or Appeals Committee, can produce
minutes of their many meetings. Committee chairmen and the executive officers are uninformed about many of the aspects andvgoing ons" of their government. Answers such as "I might
have seen that document" or "Maybe they have that number , I don't t'are commonly heard
answers to questions concerning records.
_
A simple remedy is available to our student leaders. Committee chairman should start keeping minutes of their proceedings and communicate regularly with the executive officers. The executive officers must regularly check-up on the progress of the various allocating committees.
The Brain T~ust episode could have been prevented iT these simple steps had. been followed.
The handling of student fee funds is not just a matter to be taken lightly but a serious responsibility entrusted to our elected student leaders.

Closed Class Syndrome
At the start of the spring semester, a certain professor and class were posed with an interesting problem. The class, which was supposed to consist of no more than 20 students, had a
rough head count of approximately twice the expected amount of people. Each session the professor counted in disbelief the number of students dragging extra chairs into theovercrowded
room. The story has a happy ending though, because the teacher discovered empty classrooms,
and on the same floor no less. Now the class is in a miniature auditorium, voices lost in a
vacuum because of the size of the room, but there is not one complaint because any alternative
is better than wrestling for a seat.
Unfortunately this one incident does not stand alone in the hallowed halls of the College. A
stroll down many hallways during class hours will reveal this extreme unbalance that can be corrected with the hiring. of IJlore professors, ru~ ()r pa~t-ti~e,. and ~~.even distr~buti0tl of spac~.
This in turn will help alleviate another problem that IS of recent concern to students, and that IS
the amount of courses offered. This semester the amount of registering students that were closed out of classes rose to 35 percent from last
'rri lIg 's 32 percent. Over 5.600 students experienced difficulty in getting all their classes, an increased amount which does n~t offer too
much hope for a more successful fall registration unless more courses and more sections are added.
Take the above mentioned class of 40 students for example. If the group were divided in hal f
and another section was created, this would possibly accommodate at least ten students in each
class. It may not be possible to achieve a perfectly efficient system, but it would help if the
weizht of n~w courses were added to tip the lever in the direction of a better environment for
leaminz and at the same time decrease the probability of closed-class syndrome.
~,
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Paving the'
way toward a

ADD: BRT 3150·
To the Editor:
For a college that is supposedl y
both a senior college of CUNY and
a college accredited by the
American Assembly of Collegiate
Schools of Business (AACSB) for
its baccalaureate and master's program of the School of Business and
Public Administration, Baruch College seems to be faced with a dilemma that is startling and terrifying.
Those students who have had the
unforgettable pleasure of spending
hours consumed in waiting anxiously for permission to get into classes
desperately needed for graduation
or to complete prerequisites, may
be privileged in being subjected to a
stimulating course in "Bureaucratic
Red Tape." Perhaps it would be to
both the advantage of students and
the college if BRT 3150 is offered.
This would provide students with
an excellent opportunity to obtain 3
credits and also provide extra
revenue for the college. But then
the inevitable is deemed to occur
and the rate of failures in such a
course would be alarming when
combined with the thought of
students themselves being closed
out of such a course. Could you envision the BRT 3150 COurse descrip
tion .This course examines and
provides a contemporary study of
the hierarchial structure of the
School of Business and Public Administration including the analysis

Silent Spring
of the policy and behavior of the
Office of Curricular Guidance. It
emphasizes the common problems
of closed courses, cancelled courses
and waiting lists. Prerequisite; infinite patience and good fortune.
It is common knowledge that
most students of the School of
Business and Public' Administration
graduate witl1 credits that
ou trageously exceed the requirements especially within the accounting department. As a student I
myself was subjected to a most
humiliating statement being told
that I did not have enough credits to
be enrolled in an accounting class.
This is extremely frustrating for
studeritswho allow themselves to be
misguided into following the suggested course sequence for public
accountancy and to their horror
find themselves taking COUTses
which should be taken in their
sophomore year being taken intheir
junior year.
If there is a problem with
employing qualified professors to
teach courses at least drop the
hypocrisy and stop publishing
outrageous suggested course sequences for accounting students.
My final appeal is to the School
of Business and Public Administration to employ adjuncts that are
qualified and able to communicate
with students.
BRT student

By YOLANDE COOKE
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P.·SAYS
THANKS

To The Editor:

To the students and facultv of
Baruch College: I wish to express
my thanks to those of you \\ ho contributed to the City Horvest Canned
Food Drive held on campus during
the holiday season. Your part iciparion enabled us to provide meals Ior
the needy of our city. Because of
your generosity Baruch was able to
raise a whopping 270 pounds of
food.
Ar this time I would like to share
with \'OU part of t he letter I received

from Millie Carroll, executive director of West Side Campaign Against
Hunger. She said our donations.
"Came at a very much needed time
when we had completely exhausted
all funds. We were able to provide
3-day food packages to 1,800 peo-

.
~

•

,f

rle."
I am proud of our effort and you
<hould be roo. Again. thank you for
vour

participation.
Fran Gennis.
vice-president of the DSSG

ATTENTION ADVERTISERS

Deadline for ads in issue No.3 is
February 24.
Publication date is March 1
Quotation of the Fortnight
"People told me to go through the process but... 1
think the end result is more important than the process. "
-Michael Robinson,
founder of Brain Trust and
former vice-president of the D.S.S.G.
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"There was once a town in the heart of
America where all life seemed to be in harmony with its. surroundings. The town lay
in the midst of a checkerboard of prosperous farms, with fields of grain and
hillsides of orchards... "
"Then, one spring, a strange blight crept
over the area, and everything began to
change... Mysterious maladies swept the
flocks of chickens and the cattle and the
sheep sickened and died. Everywhere was
the shadow of death. The farmers told of
much illness (and unexplained deaths)
among their families .. "
"And there was a strange stillness. The
birds, for example - where had they
gone? ...The few birds to be seen anywhere
were moribund; they trembled violently and
could not fly. It was a spring without
voices. "
So began Rachel Carson's "Silent Spring." First as a three-part series in the New
Yorker and then as a book in 1962. Carson
was instrumental in awakening America to
the potential destruction that could be caused by the continuous use of pesticides.
Since the writing of "Silent Spring",
America has witnessed a growing environmental movement and legislation banning DDT and other pesticides. However,
as many celebrated the 25th anniversary of
Carson's landmark book, the use of
pesticides has increased dramatically,
especially in the Third World.
During the 19605 and 19705 Third World
farmers got hooked on pesticides marketed
by advocates of the energy and capitalintensive agricultural techiniques of the
"green -revolution." As--a:-resuft;.-the-.~
World became ·a ready market . for
agricultural chemicals that were either banned or had severe restrictions imposed on
their use in major European countries,
America, and Japan.
.
The health effects of these kings of
pesticides range from birth defects, cancer,
and nervous disorders to short-term lowlevel illnesses. Health effects other than
well-publicized poisonings are subtle and
more difficult to pinpoint. Chronic lowlevel exposure may result in short bouts of
illness and nausea often erroneously attributed by uninformed Third W<?rld doctors to other causes.
As a consequence of pesticide use is the
rise of "super pests"-resistant to commonly used agricultural chemicals. For example, in Central American cotton fields,
aerial spray once conducted seven to eight
times per growing season is now done as
often as 30 to 40 times per season.
As an alternative to the chemical war
against pests, California farmers are farming the natural way. Using combinations Of
water and chicken manure, they keep tht.
weeds away. While organic farming is expensive, Integrates Pest Management is a
low cost alternative. It reduces a pest or a
group of species to a level at which it constitutes no significant constraint to production.
Despite these new techniques and legislation, more needs to be done. The World
Health Organization estimates that there
are about one million pesticide poisonings
and I) ,000' pesticide-induced deaths p.a.
Until those figures 'are drastically reduced,
we, as future world leaders and consu~ers,
must be made aware of and find solutions
to pesticide-proliferation, ,
.
Recognizing that need, the Foreign Trade
Society will sponsor an Awareness Week
which will address the issue of the manufacture of chemicals and drugs that have been
banned in this country but continue to be
produced for exportation to the Third
World. The Awareness Week, which will be
held during the second week of March, will
comprise of film presentations, literature
displays and special guest speakers.

The Lords ofModern Technology
By GLENN PALMER

There has been a lot written on the
"rransfer of technology". The two sides
""'-'L
.I. T"
however, who have the most interest in the
.•
subject i.e, the countries known collectively
as the uThird World" and the, multinational corporations (MNCs) of Western industralized nations, unfortunately seem no
nearer to a mutually accepted agreement today, than in any previous years. In light of
the general deplorable state of many Third
World nations, and the fact that a significant amount of MNCs capital has been invested in these countries, it seem quite
reasonable and germane for this issue to be
openly discussed, as it is intricately tied into, and therefore to a great extent affects
the operation of the world's economy.
Technology can be loosely defined as a
set of techniques that are used at any point
in time in the production process. At the
same time, technology differs from the
other factors of production in that it
possesses such inherent qualitative and
quantitative characteristics that distinguish
it from being merely a set of combined inputs.
Technology is first of all, a dynamic pro. cess as against a static process. Ideas are
constantly being revised throughout the
history of mankind, and a similar thing has
been happening in terms of technology.
Hence, the idea of technology as dynamic,
due to its "evolving state", rather than fixmachinery from one country to another
ed or constant. New technology makes obdoes not constitute his transference. For
solete old technology if it can speed up or
such a transfer to take place, the receiving
improve the old process of production.
country, usually Third World nations, must
Secondly, technology can also depend on
have the capability to understand and
social relationships within a country as well
manipulate the elements of technology for
as physical, climatic and demographic facits own benefit. Accompanying the acquisitors. What works well in one country may
tion of this technology must be the ability
be out-of-place in another, or be culturally
to have it properly managed and maintainunacceptable. Some technologies might
ed. Many sophisticated pieces of equipment
therefore be specific to an.area or to a coun- .. __ .sit idl:)' within man'y-~pI.these nations as. a
try.-- - _. - -.-.
.. ~'-'---'--'" ~
result of the inability to properly_maintajn
A third point can also be made about
them.
technology; that is, that the developers of
In the past, the simplest way technology
technology may not necessarily be the users
was transferred from one area of the world
of technology. For example, the Chinese
to another was through mass migration.
who invented gunpowder also knew about
People from one culture would establish
iron, but it was the Europeans, who comthemselves in another part of the world usbined this gunpowder with iron in the form
of a gun and were able to conquer large
parts of the~ world because of the
technological advance that the gun
represented over other conventional
weapons of warfare at the time of its invention.

ing the technology they had taken with
them or adaptations of that technology.
The growth of modern economies have,
however, minimized this method. Today,
governments and peoples of the Third
World have to look to other and more
-.direct ways of transferring technology.
However, MNCs have not been coming
through vigorously in helping these disadvantaged nations.

e Growing Conflict
between Corporations
and the Third Warld
. ...__

an~~~~:eh~s~:;:~n~~sa~a~~~~~~::~~~

Third World nations, are another dimension to this issue. While many developed
countries have ban the use of certain toxic
chemicals used by their agricultural and
manufacturing sectors, these are still being
dumped on Third World nations who
therefore suffer the resulting perils from
this toxicity.
Finally, technology is a range of techniques in which some particular set of scientific principles or knowledge is placed in the
form of a productive process Or equipment
to achieved desired end. Nearly all countries of the world, to some extent, can comprehend scient-ific principles. However having access to scientific principles does not
necessarily mean equal probability of the
application of these principles in the
generation of new products, as there is ordinarily a large gap between the knowledge
of a scientific principle and the embodiment
of this principle in a market product. It is
·on this ground that Third World nations
tend to fell short most.
As a result, both Western industrial
societies and Eastern-Marxist societies place
_heavy emphasis on research and development, The world after all is much mere
open to those individuals or countries who
adapt than to those who refuse to do so.
Japan is a perfect.example of a country that
has made great advances since World War
II by being a good adaptors of Western
technelogy. Other Third' World developing
nations could be equally as successful, if
given the appropriate technology,
The transfer of technology is a conceptual idea. Hence, the mere transference of
·1

Consequently, the Third World has
therefore tended to' regard multinational
corporations, who are the biggest holders
of the world's most sophisticated
technology, as being reluctant to share access to much of this technology. Furthermore, severe restrictions and excessive fees
are levied on these nations by the MNCs
when such transfers do take place. As a
result, these nations have been arguing in
international forums such as the United Nations and Socialist International for the
equitable transfer of technology. A careful
analysis shows that the cost of acquiring
.this technology has increased dramatically
over the years, while prices on the world
market for Third World produce have not
kept pace. To make the situation worse, the
holders of this technology, (MNCs) have
repeatedly stated emphatically that, given
increased regulations being placed by Third
World governments on MNCs, this will only lead toless transfer taking place.
Although this issue remains to be resolved, given the role that technology or
technological process can play in propelling
economic growth, it would be wise for
Third World nations to ensure that they
have the capacity to absorb the little
transfers that actually take place. The lack
of skilled labor that permeates every sector
within these countries remain one of the
.' _~
handi
s in this -!!latter. However, _. _
. proper jQJJ1t
• • •..&.Q~".U"6
........ . .P-.u~~~;
'------ IJetweeD
-.-MNCs and Third World countries, con.~,
ducted through international forums such
as the World Bank, the IMF, and the
various arms of the UN, would go a long
way in helping to assure the flo~ of
technology to these disadvantaged nations,

.~
'10;.
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STUDENTSASKED
TOPARTICIPATEIN
PRESIDENTIAL A WARDS

THE NCR $300,000 STAKEHOlDER
ESSAY COMP
ON FOR
ENTS
THE CHALLEl\GE

THE MISSION

To CREATE VAllJE

To WIN

At NCR, we'vefound that in
order to create value; we must first
satisfy the legitimate expectations
of every person with a stake in our
company. We call these people our
stakeholders, and we attempt to
satisfy their expectations by
promoting partnerships in which
.
.
everyone IS a WInner.

W're so committed to our mission
that we're encouraging.the next
generation of leaders to re-examine
America's business values. We're
doing this by holding the NCR
Stakeholder Essay Competition
which all full-time undergraduate
and graduate college or university
students may enter. Entries should
explore the topic: "Creating Value
for All Stakeholders in
Corporations and/or Not-for-Profit
Organizations."

• We believe in building mutually
beneficial and enduring relationships
with all ofour stakeholders, based
on conducting business activities
with integrity and respect.
• We take customer satisfaction
personally: we are committed to
providing superior value in our
products and services on a continuing
basis.
• We respect the individuality of
each employee and foster an
environment in which employees'
creativity and productivity are
encouraged, recognized, valued and
rewarded.
• We think ofour suppliers as partners
who share our goal ofachieoing the
highest quality standards and the
most consistent level ofservice.
• We are committed to being caring
and supportive corporate citizens
within the uorldunde communities
in which we operate.
• We are dedicated to creating value
for our shareholders and financial
communities by performing in a
manner that will enhance the return
on their investments.

The student chosen as the first
place winner will be awarded
$50,000 cash. Plus, the entrant's
school will receive $100,000 in
NCR data processing equipment.
The second place winner will
receive $15,000 cash and the
entrant's school will receive $35,000
in equipment. One hundred $1,000
awards of merit will be given to
chosen participants. In addition,
selected award-winning entrants
will be invited to attend the firstNCR International Symposium on
Stakeholders to beheld June 9 & 10,
1988, in Dayton, Ohio.

THERULES

1) The NCR Stakeholder Essay Competition is open
to any full-time undergraduate or graduate student
attending an accredited college or university in the
United States or its territories.
2) Entries must be original, unpublished work on
the topic: "Creating Value for All Stakeholders in
Corporations and/or Not-for-Profit Organizations."
Essays must not exceed 3,000 words. Areas of
discussion may include, but are not limited to: Ethics,
Corporate Governance, Strategic Management, Social
Responsibility, ,?r Managing Change as these topics
rdale to managing for stakeholders.
3) Entries must be typed, double-spaced on 81h" x II"
bond paper, one side only. A separate cover sheet
should list the entrant's name, school, home address
and title of the essay. Subsequent pages should be
numbered sequentially and include the essay title in
the upper right margin. Wmners will be required to
produce proof of current full-time college or university
enrollment.
4) Ajj entries 1BUS( be po&UDadr.edby.Mard131, 19~
and recei~ t'Y April IS, 1988 to beetilible-for
consideration. Submit entries to: NCR Stakeholder
Essay Competition, NCR Corporation, Stakeholder
Relations Division, Dayton, Ohio 45479. NCR is not
responsible for, and will not consider, late, lost or
misdirected entries.
5) In the event any prize winner is a minor, the cash
award will be made to his/her parent or guardian.
6) Awards to individuals will be reported as income on
IRS Form 1099. All taxes are the responsibility of
the recipients.
7) Award winners will be required to sign publicity
releases and affidavits of eligibility and compliance
with all rules governing the competition. Failure to
return executed affidavits and releases within 15 days
of receipt will cause the award to be null and void.
8) All entries become the property of NCR and will not
be returned
9) By participating in this competition entrants agree to
these rules and the decisions of the judges which
shall be final in all respects, and further agree to the
use of their names, likenesses and entries for NCR
advertising and publicity purposes without any further
compensation.
State and territorial judges will consist of panels that
include NCR stakeholders, Final selections will be made
from state and territory winners by a national panel
of judges.

If clarification is necessary, call (513) 445-1667, 8am-Spm
EST.
Award winners will be notified on or about May 16, 1988.
To obtain a list of finalists, send a self-addressed, stamped
envelope to:
NCR Stakeholder Essay Competition
NCR Corporation
Stakeholder Relations Division
1700 South Patterson Boulevard
Dayton, Ohio 45479

the faculty whose
scholarship in the past
five to seven years constitutes an exceptional
contribution to his/her
field.

.Established with a grant from the
Baruch College fund, these awajds
for scholarship and teaching are bffered to individual faculty members
to stimulate and reward outstanding achievement and to enhance
the reputation of the College as a
center of academic excellence.
For Distinguished Scholarship
Awards, nominations are invited in
the following categories:
1. Book A ward,
in
recogni tion of a book
or monograph of
scholarly distinction
published by a member
of the faculty in the
past two years.
2. Article Award, for a
distinguished scholarly
article published by a
member of the faculty
in the past two years.
3. Creative Arts A ward,
for a distinguished
achievement by a
member of the faculty
in the fine or performing arts during the past
two years.
4. Career Scholarship
A ward, to a member of

The intem of the Teaching
Awards is to recognize faculty
members whose outstanding
teaching is making a positive impact
on the quality of instruction and
student life at the College. To assist
the .Awards Committee in its
evaluation process, candidates for
these awards are asked to submit
statements of their teaching
philosophy and supporting
materials pertaining to their
courses. The candidate's chairperson should be asked to forward peer
evaluations and student evaluations.
Nominations of candidates for all
awards are actively sought. Departmental executive committees,
deans, chairpersons, colleagues,
alumni, and students may place
names in nomination by submitting
a letter of nomination to the Provost. Individual faculty members

or
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Junior

NCR's Mission: Create Value for Our Stakeholders

may self-nominate as well.
For both Distinguished Scholarship Awards and Teaching Awards,
nominations should include a full,
current vita and all pertinent supporting documentation. Letters of
nomination for Scholarship Awards
should indicate the significance of a
candidate's scholarship to his/her
field and should be accompanied by
a copy of the book or articles that
form the basis of the nomination.
Candidates in the creative arts
should provide copies
appropriate representations of their
work and reviews of exhibits or performances. AU nominations should
reach the Provost's Office no later
than March 11, 1988. Selection will
be made by an Awards Committee
cons is t ing of t he College's
Distinguished Professors, two
faculty members named by the
Senate, the School Deans, the
Associate Provost and the Provost.
The Awards Committee will forward the names of finalists for all
Excellence Awards to the President
for his approval. Winners will be
notified in May and the awards will
be announced formally at commencement exercises.
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JESSE
"BYMIETOD"

GEOBGE"IWIIIO"BUSI

JACKSON

UBY "STUD" BUT

Not even Reagan will endorse him.
1

There's no pot of gold

Changed his name from Hartpence

PETE "TODe" DO PORT .

at the end of this Rain bow.

A total non-entity.

to Score with babes.

,

•

"IIICBAEL

PAT
"BALLELOJU"

"BIG DOWS"

BDBaTSON

DIIAIIS
-,

PAn

Dislikes being called
a "Television Evangelist":

"PEE 'WEE"

prefers t he term

SIMON

"Christian Broadcaster."

~

Has the Kennedy mannerisms down pat
{and mentions him consranrly.)

• • DI!'II9

.~~~

"BLOOD DB"

GOIE

Still crazy

The Invisible Man.

after all
..."7

these years.

JACK
"/~
I-...J

-,

"GOLD STUDW"
IEMP

BOBERT

DOCE
B1CBABD
"son MAl"
GEPBABDT

Yells at other candidates
for advocating peace.

"lImY"
8011TT
Shut up and sit down.

Would you
buy a $48,000 car
from this man?

BY

GLEN J. SPANGLER
•

AND

CAITLIN MOLLISON

"FRUITY"
I
}
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Wife is more Qualified
than he is.
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NEW'S

EDITED BY KENN ETH BROWN

CPA JOB FAIR
Accounting juniors, seniors and
graduate students are invited to attend the Third Annual Job Fair.
sponsored by the New York State
Society of Certified Public Accountants and Pace University. The fair
will be held on Thursday, February
18. 1988, from 5-8 'p.rn, at
Pace University in New York City.
The Job Fair provides an open
forum for small and medium-sized
accounting firms and students to
engage in 'an informal informational exchange. Students should
wear business attire and bring along
copies of their resumes.
For more information and to preregister for the fair. contact the accounting department, career placement office or accounting club at
your college.

,

I

QUE SERA SERA
If you are a full-time college student and know something about today's technology-transport
yourself 25 years into the future and
write an essay on what you will
find.
Honeywell's sixth annual
Futurist Awards Competition. an
essay contest. asks students to
predict technology advancements
they foresee by the year 2013. This
year's contest will offer 10 winners
$3.000 each. In addition. all entrants will receive a Futurist Awards
Competition poster designed by

on March 3, 1988 in Room 1504, 17 applied to the current school year, tions also provide minimal dental
French artist Jean Michel Folon.
Lexington Ave., from I p.m.
Last year.. 757 students, represenAccordingly, students have until coverage. This reopening will have
to
2 p.m. The workshop is open
ting 324 colleges and universities in
May I, 1988 to submit a 1987-88 ap- an effective enrollment date of
to
all
students
but
will
teach
skills
47 states, entered the competition.
plication or if an application has March 1, .1988. .
involved in resume-writing already been submitted, to respond
The ten winners predicted that in
Baruch has also negotiated with
specifically for liberal arts and to an HESC request for additional' Special Risk Consultants a plan of
the year 2012, planes will fly from
sciences majors. Attendance at this or revised information for a 1987-88 lesser cost that will also be available
Minnesota to Australia in less than
workshop is important for all award. The application or informa- to full-time students. This program,
two hours, space will be a popular
seniors majoring in psychology, tion must be postmarked no later underwritten by Fiduciary Invacation spot, electricity will be
sociology,
or in business com- than May 1, 1988.
produced by fusion reactors and
surance Company of America, will
munications who want to parcomputers will understand spoken
not cover pre-existing conditions.
ticipate in on-campus recruitment
ESSA Y CONTEST
language.
Immediate enrollment is available
in
April.
To
find
out
more
about
The 1988 contest is open to all
The Southern New York State for that option.
the workshop, call 725-3012 or stop Division of the United Nations
full-time undergraduate or graduate
Applications and brochures
by our office in Room 1504, 17 Lex- Association of the United States of describing these options are
students at any accredited U.S. colington Ave.
lege or university. Students are askAmerica invites undergraduate available at the following locations:
ed to devote the first half of the
students to participate in this year's -Office' of the Dean of Students
IMPORTANT TAP
. 2,OOO-word essay to one of the
Room 1702-360 Park Avenue
essay competition, THE U.N. -IS
INFO
following areas: aerospace applicaSouth
IT WORKING? for the Judith Ann
tions. aircraft capabilities, control
Since early December, HESC Egen $5,000 award for the United -{)ffice of Student Activities
systems for commercial buildi ngs,
reviewed the pending 1987-88 ap- Nations Education,
Room 104-Student Center
control systems for homes, in- ' plications of students who have failApplication Filing Deadline: I -Office of Evening & Graduate
dust rial automation and control,
ed to respond to our request for ad- March 11, 1988.
.
I Student Service
and microelectronic devices. The seditional information. Also,
For additional information and
Room 527-46 East 26 Street
cond part of the essay should reflect
students whose applications were applications, please contact "Dr, -Medical Office
the societal impact of the predicted
processed prior to December 1, and Carl Kirschner in the Dean of
Room 308-17 Lexington Avenue
changes.
from whom the HESC had no Students Office. 360 Park Ave. se.,
Baruch has arranged for' a
Completed essays must be
response to requests for additional . .3.2.5-3347.
representative from Empire Blue
postmarked no later than March 18.
information were sent a denial
Cross/Blue
Shield to be available in
STUDENT
1988. Essays will be judged on the
notice. If the student submits addithe lobby of 155 East 24 Street on.
basis 0 f creat ivit y , techn ical
tional or new information the l> HEALTH INSURANCE
the following date to answer any
understanding, feasibility and clari- . denial will be reviewed. However, I
questions students might have:
ty of expression. Winners will be
this information should be sent as
Baruch will continue to offer two
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 25,
notified by April 22 and will be
soon as possible and certainly no options made available by Empire
1988 FROM 12:30 P.M.
flown to Minneapolis later that
later than May I. 1988.
Blue Cross/Blue Shield. Both opUNTIL 4 P.M.
month for the awards ceremonies.
At the October meeting of tions cover pre-existing conditions
. To obtain registration informaHESC's Board of Trustees, regula- and offer coverage for full-time
Additional questions can be raistion write: Honeywell Futurist
tions were amended to provide for a stu dents (undergraduates-1Z
ed
at the Dean of Students Office A wards Competition. Box 524,
May 1st application deadline for credits; graduate students-9
Minneapolis, MN 55440 or call toll
TAP and other state funded award credits) regardless of age. These op- 725-3347.
free 1-800-328-5111. exte ns ion
programs. This was done to
1581.
establish the same deadline used by
the major needs analysis processors
RESUME WRITING
(CSS and ACT) which, beginning
WORKSHOP
next school year, would be collecA "Resume Writing Skills"
ting data for state funded proworkshop will be offered by Placegrams. It has been determined that
ment for Arts and Sciences Students
the Board of Trustees action can be
I

Scholarships
Available

See Page AIO

Office-of Caree~-Se·r~ices~...
School of Business and Public Administration
On-Campus Recruiting
F\., ,,~~;;e c ollec tion for r orr parucs recruiting after ,1I,.;'arch 28, 1988:
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In today's Coast Guard,job and career
opportunities for men and women between
the ages of 17 and 27 are unlimited.

., ..,)
- b· •. UU
!'-'.
I l I.

I) r-" I
•

I

Londoo, Connecticut. You'l earn a fouryear, expense-paid Bachelor of Science
degree. Or, if you're a collegegraduate. you
can enter our Officers Candidate School at
Yorktown, Virginia. Here yool1 complete
an intensive 17-week leadership training
school. Either path leads to a commission as
an Ensign.
BENEFITS OF III!!!I ~

TIE BtUSrED OPTION

If you want to learn a ski1I-many of which
are in hi-tech fields-there are over two
dozen job specialties available, including
electronics. aviation machinist and marine
sciences. Saving lives, protecting the environment and stoppillg illegal drug activities, are only a few of the many Coast
Guard missions you may perform. You can
advance qujckly beca1lse promotions are
based upon your own initiative and skills.

~

_..

~
VI"'" llUnI

Even if you're stillin high school or college,
there are several options to consider. As a
to. Coast Guard Reservist, you can attend drills ~
one weekend per month and be paid while
~ ~
you are being trained. Youll also qualify for
~ VI""" IVAI
the New Reserve GI Bill and receive
To wear the gold bars of an officer. there
monthly checks to help with ooIlege
are several career paths to follow. One is to
expenses.
enter the Coast Guard Academy in New

Take control ofyour body and yow' life.

TIE COAST GUARD-AN _

For a free pamphlet about breast selfexamination, call your local American
Cancer Society.

PAS

Xerox
Februarv 24
to

-

.- .---- .. - _.-- ..

Breast self-examination is easy, takes
only a few minutes and can be performed in the privacy of your own
home. It's an important way you can
detect early and highly curable breast
cancer.

Make breast self-examination a part of
your monthly routine. And see your
doctor regularly for clinical exams and
advice on mammography.

P~udt'nl:dl .Cor porat« Controller:
,
,
r eorua r v ..:. J
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~.

TIE RESERVE

~ "1t:'sdavs

TIE

Regardless of the career option you choose
in the Coast Guard, you'll get all the benefits ... 30 days paid leave each year ... free
medical and dental service ... reduced
prices in any military exchange ... the New
GI bill for tuition assistance. and much
more. You could work in exciting places
where the Coast Guard operates ... from
Japan to the Antarctic ... Hawaii or in the
continental United. States. We have parttime Reserve positions and full-time career
opportunitiesavailable now. Contact your
local recruiter or calltoll-free:

800-424- 8883.
SBMCE AIIIJ MORE
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\Ve're here to help.
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NEWS
Scholarships will soon be awarded through the Undergraduate
Committee on Financial Aid. The
scholarships are based on academic
excellence, extracurricular involvement, financial need and other factors.
Interested students can contact
Dr. Carl Kirschner, chairperson of
the committee and assistant tq. the
Dean of Students at 360 Park Ave.
So., Room 1702. The deadline is
March II, 1988.

JESSE ABRAMOWITZ
SCHOLARSHIP
A scholarship paying yearly tuition
fees awarded to a worthy third or
fourth year student majoring in accounting with a GPA of 3.0 or bet-

ter and in need of financial aid.

Selection of Recipient
Candidates for this award are
solicited from the department of
accountancy.

BARUCH COLLEGE
ALUMNI ASSOC..
SCHOLARSHIPS
Six scholarships of

$400 eacl1"ire

the major course that the student is
studying.

CLASS OF '4~
SCHOLARSHIP

BECKER FAMIL Y
SCHOLARSHIP

An awardOf at least $200 to a
graduating senior who plans to do
graduate work at an accredited college or university.

Four annual scholarships of at IeiSi
$400 each, awarded to three iulltime undergraduate juniors, one.
from each of the schools (Business
and Public Administration, Liberal
Arts and Sciences, and Education),

awarded. annually to graduating
seniors at Baruch College who plan
to do graduate work at an accredited college or university.

Selection of Recipients
Candidates for these awards are
selected. on the basis of their
academic achievement, extracurricular activities and relative
need. There are no restrictions as to

consultation with the Office of the
Dean of Students.

Selection of Recipient
Candidates for the award are
selected on the basis of scholarship
and extracurriculara activities.
Financial need may also be considered. .

who have completed at least 24
CLASS OF '81
credits at Baruch College~ The
SCHOLARSHIP
fourth award is to a full-time
graduate student in the School of An award of fiOO to a graduatmg
Business and Public Administration senior who has at least a 3.2 gradewho has completed at least 24 point average and a record of sercredits of graduate work.
vice and extracurricular activities.

Selection of Recipients

Selection of Recipient

The primary criterion for these
awards is academic excellence.

The primary criterion is academic
excellence. Selection will be made in

DEAN OF STUDENTS
SCHOLARSHIP
An' award of 5300 given to a student
during his/her junior year.

Selection of Recipient
Candidates for this award are
selected on the basis of academic
achievement and financial need.

DROWN
SCH,OLARSH1P
Twelve sCholarshIps paYIng filii tmtion for six semesters to students
who have completed no less than 27
and no more than 28 credits and are
thus lower sophomores with a
minimum GPA of 3.5.

Selection of Recipients
Contact the dean of students office.

MURRA Y H. NEJDORF
SCHOLARSHIP
Two $750 awards to juniors or
seniors majoring in accounting.

Selection of Recipients
The primary criterion is academic
excellence. Selection will be made
by the Executive Committe of the
Accounting Department.

JULIUS ROSENTHAL
MEMORIAL FUND
Annual award of at least $400 to an
undergraduate student. There is no
restriction as to major field of
study.

Selection of Recipient
The candidate is selected on the
basis of outstanding academic
achievement.

SENIOR CLASS
ENDOWMENT FUND

.

BARUCH· LIBRARY
TO GO HIGH-TECH
Research to go faster
for students
By JERRY TAN

NOTIS is destined to be one day
used throughout all CUNY schools,
thus forming an aggregate net work
of all school libraries. Sluss commented, "If the book you happen
to be looking for is not available at
your school. or has been checked
out, you can always check. the
libraries at other CUNY schools
through NOTIS....,
In addition to being expeditious, NOTIS has an additional
capability which is quite unique unto itself Sluss explained. "[NOTIS
has the] capacity to perform key
word searches. For example, suppose a student only knows the
author of a certain book, the
publisher, and possibly the publication year. All they would have to do
is enter these key words, the
author's name, the publishing
house, and to start searching from
the year of publication." It is indeed
a novel facet of NOTIS to be able to
perform these key word searches.

A new cataloging system for
CUNY library books is currently
being tested at three selected
schools, Bernard M. Baruch, John
Jay and Brooklyn colleges.
The catalog system is named
NOTIS and provides on-line information at a terminal. What used to
be a very tedious task for students
trying to find books already
checked out will be virtually
eliminated. All relevant information pertaining to check out date
and due date will be instantly
revealed on a computer terminal.
Library personnel intend to
launch an initial implementation of
thirty terminals in the library by this
summer. If successful, more will
eventually be added.
Sara Sluss, assistant director of
Research Services, explained,
"[NOTIS] will be a great help to administrators as well as to the
students simply because of all the
time it saves... "
"Administrators will be able to
know if a book is on order or not,
and can start a waiting list for
students even before shipment actually arrives," she said.
Furthermore, since NOTIS is an
on-line system, anyone with access
to a modem can have access to
NOTIS, provided they have the
proper password.

With 340,000 plus volumes currently on the shelves at Baruch's
library. NOTIS will be a welcome
complement according to Baruch's
librarians.
"Oh, and one other thing," Sluss
added quickly, "The photo copies
in the library? They're all brand
new. We love them."
"

Two annual awards of $300 each to
.graduating .semor-&. -Ther-e is· no
restriction as to major field of
study.

Selection of Recipients

ROBERT C. WEAVER
INCENTIVE
SCHOLARSHIP

...... -....

~

the entire student population MeCarthy said. "The college is only
budgeted for a certain amount of
dollars for instructional purposes."
The deans of each of the three
schools choose how many sections
will be offered under a given course
every semester.
According to McCarthy, students
who were closed out of a course
were advised by the registrar's office to go to their guidance
counselors and fill out forms to be
placed on waiting lists for the'
classes.
The students were placed on
these waiting lists in descending
order by the credits they have
amassed SO far. According to Barbara Lambert. the director of the
curricular guidance office. this
system is. designed to give
graduating seniors first priority if a
place opens up in a course.
j
Stude.nts ~ho were ill~prepar~d I'
for registration slowed down t ne
process more than anything else I
said McCarthy. "Students have to
come up with some sort of plan
before hand," he said. "Students
will attempt to register without ever
having opened a registration book.
The registration book was available
in December Students left the
registration area with their schedule j
and bill in hand. They could resolve
any difficulties right there."
In terms of the long run he said,
"We will have a larger knowledge
of what the computer can and can't
do. I think as we continue to propagate the data-base it's going to
help a lot of things in the future."
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Ai"'least one scholarship or at least
S4OO, awarded annually to a worthy
undergraduate or graduate student
majoring in accountancy or taxation, to assist in meeting educational costs.
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Selection of Recipients
Candidates for this award are
solicited from the department of
accountancy.

NOW PLAYING AT A SELECT THEATRE NEAR yOU.
CHECK DAilY NEWSPAPERS FOR LOCATIONS AND SHOYITIMES.
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A wards of at least $400 to one or
more worthy undergraduates or
graduates majoring in accountancy,
taxation or business administration.
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Continued from front page

can 't gel the classes we are main-

Alumni
Case

taining waiting lists in the siunificant courses. We are dependent on
people letting us they kn ow they
want 10 remain on the 'Nailing list
This should enable us (0 make [his
work much better."
~

~

~

"Left-leaning lawyers"

For the future she said they woule
like to
see the waiting list
ti ~
into the computer sysern and use t he
system 10 generate open-course
lists. She said, "We're trying to
move inro the 20th Centul)'_"

The Ad-Hoc Committee is being
represented by the Center for Constitutional Rights, a sometime controversial civil rights law clinic. The
Center is also presently involved in
a case in which the Filipino
government is searching for
millions of dollars allegedly removed from that country by its former
president, Ferdinand Marcos.
The only official alumni group at
present is the Bernard M. Baruch
Alum ni Association, lnc., Segall
has continually offered to Sellman
and his committee that they become
a part of his group.

When asked if they were satisfied
with "this spring's computer
registration," I 10 students (or 64
percent) answered "yes." Those
students who registered during the
early r eg istr at ion period in
December answered "yes" to this
question more often than those who
registered during in-person registration in January.
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For Information and
Reservations CALL:
516-222-0155
914-997-0140
718-6J1-3800
800-345-5021

8 Oays/7 Nights

8 Oays/7 Nigh1s

FLOR1DA

BAHAMAS

S154. On n";?r.h

S149 .Oc,!;w, r rnnl

Molorcoach $119.00

Jel flights $269.00

Transnortatron

WEINSTEIN
SCHOLARSHIP

SAMUEL AND IRVING
WEINSTEIN
SCHOLARSHIP

I

Mc6ItIIJ• • ,.....,..
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Ft. LaudcrdalelDaytona Beach

IRVING

cedures on checking if a club
followed the necessary guidelines
are vague.
The $1,000 appropriated to Brain
Trust by the DSSG has yet to be
touched, according to Robinson.
He used his own money ($60 - $70
worth) on the club.
Robinson hurried the process to
get Brain Trust initiated. He said,
"I used all my influence to get
money for the club, Brain Trust.
not because I needed to spend the
money right away, but because the
project needed credibility."

{3ARucHS Sf'f<.INGHu)'ICPaL

Selection of Recipient

Candidates for this award are
solicited from the accountancy
department and other appropriate
departments.

DSSG
ERROR

I
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An annual award of $500 to an
outstanding senior, who plans to
enter government service, for study
in a graduate program.
Candidates for this award are
solicited from the departments of
economics, statistics and computer
information systems, political
science, and public administration.
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Candidates are selected on the basis
of academic excellence.
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Interested students should submit
applications in writing to the committee. Applications are available in
the Office of the Dean of Students.
Some of the scholarships
available include:-
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NASSAU FREEPORT
5424. $404.
AIRIHO rEUQuild Occupancy

8 Days/7 Nights

8 Days/7 Nights

MEX:CO

JAMAICA

CANCUN

ACAPULCO

S484.£lnwntctwn

S494.Or.eJtl front

AIH/HOT£1I0"ad OH .. t'~ncy

Montego Bay' Negril
5469 .~a;lnrl~11 s464.s,.m<1ard
AlIlIlUllrt IOtt~ ~ncy

LAKE PLACID-THE OLYMPIC VILLAGE
SKI WHITEFACE-THE OLYMPIC MOUNTAIN
3 Days/2 Nights

Ramada Inn, Lake \Placid

2 nREAKFASTS, 1 DINNER, ROUNOTf1IP TRANSPORTATION, OPEN BAR.
March 11·13

M:uch 18-20

From:

From:

$158.00

Per Pcrson (4 in

;I

Room)

$148.00

P"r

Pr.r~nn (~

,n ;t Room)

• apAl1

Febnaary
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AIDS Education Lectures.
Baruch- College I CUNY
Christobal Jacques
Senior Public Health Educator,
New York City Department of Health
,

Minorities and AIDS: Understanding the Issue
Thursday, February 25, 1988
1 :00 p.m.
17 Lexington Avenue
Room 4 South

Dr. Lucy Perez
Joseph Addabbo Health Center, Far Rockaway
Minority Women and AIDS: A Cause for Concern?
Wednesday, March 2, 1988
7:30 p.m.
17 Lexington Avenue
Nallin Hall / 12th floor -

Not knowing can be deadly.

